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PCS Technology Automates its
Sales Force and Tightens Lead
Management with Sage CRM
PCS Technology is a fully
integrated IT solutions company
offering a host of solutions
including IT products, software
design
and
development,
networking solutions, datacentre
operations,
security
solutions,
healthcare solutions, enterprise
applications like ERP and ECM as
well as facility management
services to a wide range of industry
verticals. Today India's third-largest
indigenous
company,
PCS
Technology
has
grown
exponentially over the last 32 years
to become an over 300 crore
company with an impressive client
list featuring some of India's
largest companies. Headquartered
in Mumbai, PCS Technology has
over 32 branches across the
country.
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PCS Technology was looking for a hosted CRM solution that could
be accessed by their sales team anytime anywhere, would enable
sales force automation, and help the company's senior management
to track sales leads, opportunities, customers and the overall
performance of the sales team. “When the industry went through a
phase of recession, the inflow of sales enquiries went down
drastically. It, therefore, became even more critical for us to actively
track each and every sales enquiry and prevent leads from falling
through the cracks. It was becoming increasingly apparent that we
needed to implement a CRM solution to track leads from enquiry to
closure in a more effective manner. Though we decided to
implement a CRM solution we were looking for a hosted model with
zero initial infrastructure cost and requiring minimal maintenance
and residential technical expertise thereby keeping our investments
in manpower, infrastructure, and time at a minimum,” explained Mr.
Rajesh Kutty, Vice President-Sales, PCS Technology.
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PCS Technology and Sage
CRM – A Perfect Fit:
Talking about the attributes that they were looking for in a CRM
system, Mr. Rajesh Kutty, Vice President-Sales, PCS Technology
recalls, “We had earlier implemented an office automation
application with a great deal of investment in infrastructure and time
which eventually did not find acceptance with our workforce
because of its usage complexities. We were therefore looking for an
easy-to-use system that could be accessed by our sales team
anywhere and anytime. Also since we were in the midst of the
recession we were on the lookout for a hosted model with minimum
infrastructure and maintenance costs that would allow us to scale
up and scale down depending on business growth.”
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Sage CRM is a web-based robust system that is easy to use and
offers best-in-class performance. It features a simple but powerful
workflow manager that allows users to configure the system to
match their business processes with minimum customization, add
and remove fields at the click of a button, and set escalation alerts
based on various events or criteria. Its strong reporting capabilities
coupled with its tight integration with other office applications made
it the perfect CRM solution to address the specific needs of PCS
Technology.
Sharing his views on why they had zeroed in on Sage CRM as the
solution of choice, Mr. Rajesh Kutty, Vice President (Sales), PCS
Technology stated, “Having considered a whole host of options we
had narrowed it down to Sage CRM and Salesforce.com as the final
contenders. What clinched it for Sage CRM were its costeffectiveness, easy-to-use customer interface, simplicity of
customization and user-configurable reports – all of which
translated to minimum change management and easy user
adoption.”
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“We worked closely with the
team at PCS Technology to gain
better understanding of their
business and how they would
want the system to operate,”
shared Mr. Jitendra Somani,
CEO, Sage Software Solutions
Pvt Ltd. “This formed the basis
on which the whole system was
configured and implemented.
Since there was no hardware
implementation involved at the
client side, the overall
deployment process was very
rapid. Also the top management
played a vital role in driving the
project and this ensured a
successful and speedy
implementation.”
PCS Technology has
implemented a 130 user pack of
Sage CRM and is currently using
Activity Management, Lead
Management and Opportunity
Management modules.
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Streamlined and Process
Centric Lead Management
with Sage CRM
PCS Technology today has 32 branches in the country with a wide
spread network of sales personnel in each market. Each of these
sales representatives receive enquiries generated from the
numerous marketing activities rolled out by the company and
engage in multiple customer interactions. These enquiries and
interactions need to be followed through, their requirements
understood and qualified and the resulting opportunity needs to be
actively pursued till completion. If this process is done manually it is
open to errors that could result in leads getting lost in the pipeline.
Also if this process is not well-defined into specific steps then the
whole mechanism as well as the customer experience hinges on the
quality of the person handling the particular lead. This could result in
loss of leads to more proactive competitors and can therefore prove
detrimental to the growth of the company, especially in the time of
recession when the inflow of leads is very restricted.
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“While there were so many contacts and enquiries on a grass root
level, they were not translating into fruitful discussions and sales
closure,” shared Mr. Rajesh Kutty, Vice President-Sales, PCS
Technology. “The top management also had no mechanism to track
the progress of each and every enquiry from the initial stages to
final closure. As a result, a lot of our leads were falling through the
cracks and a drastically reduced number was reflected in the sales
pipeline. As the industry was going through a recession it became all
the more important for us to keep tight control on the leads and
follow them actively to closure.”
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Sage CRM has a strong workflow manager that helps the user define
the various stages involved in the company's specific sales process
with in-built event or criteria-based escalation and reminder
systems. Once an enquiry is qualified and logged into the system it
automatically reflects in the workflow at the stage that is currently
within the sales process. As the sales executive keeps completing
the requisite steps the workflow manager is updated and the current
status is reflected which can be accessed and monitored by the
supervisor. If the executive delays any particular step then the
system throws up reminders and escalates issues to the manager
on the basis of pre-set criteria. All this ensures that no lead is
ignored and there is, therefore, no chance of any lead falling through
the cracks. Since the top management enjoys the real-time view of
the workflow manager they are also able to keep track of the sales
process and intervene if the sales process is unduly extended.
Sage CRM thereby converts a person-centric mechanism into a
process-centric mechanism and eliminates inefficiencies and slips
in lead management.
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Effective Sales Force
Automation with Sage
CRM
Sage CRM also has a robust activity management module that
enables sales executives to schedule their daily activities, be it calls,
emails, quotations, presentations, etc. The system also throws up
reminders to alert the executive and gets automatically updated
once the activity is completed. Since Sage CRM is tightly integrated
with MS Outlook any email correspondence shared with the
customer is also reflected in the activity schedule. The top
management can get a real-time, comprehensive view of the
activities of the sales personnel thereby giving them an unbiased
review of the effectiveness and performance of the sales executive.
They also get an idea of the level of utilization of the sales
executive's time and whether it can be put to better use.
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Travel expense reimbursement and performance-based incentives
are also tightly integrated into the activity module which contains
information about outstation and local travel undertaken by the
sales executive as well as the number of deals closed by him.
Therefore the top management gets ready access to information
such as the amount of time and money that has been spent on by a
sales executive on an opportunity.
“Earlier the sales executive's travel information, daily activity report,
and sales opportunity pipeline were all disconnected from each
other,” shared Mr. Rajesh Kutty, Vice President-Sales, PCS
Technology. “With Sage CRM the travel expense statements, as well
as the sales opportunity pipeline and performance reviews, are
tightly linked with the Activity module. As a result, we are able to get
a very comprehensive and unbiased picture of the productivity of the
sales executive, the incentives due to him, the travel allowance owed
to him as well as the time and cost expended per opportunity. Since
payment of the travel and performance incentives was dependent
on the submission of daily activity reports by the sales executive, it
ensured quick adoption of the CRM application on the part of the
sales team.”
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Customizable &
Comprehensive Reporting
at your Fingertips
Since there was a large sales network operating on the ground, the
top management of PCS Technology was finding it difficult to track
the sales force, gain visibility into their day-to-day activities and
gauge their productivity levels in an automated and unbiased
manner. Individual reports would be sent to the head office in excel
sheets in varied formats. These reports would be collated and
consolidated manually at the head office and then presented to the
top management. Since the reports had disparate formats, not only
was this process time-consuming but also open to errors. As a
result, they could not enjoy real-time view of the activity schedule of
the sales executives and timely intervention and action was
therefore not possible. Furthermore, the call report would be
disconnected from the opportunity pipeline report which meant that
the top management was not aware of the time and effort being
expended by a sales executive on a particular lead and could not
gauge his productivity and efficiency levels.
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The reporting function in Sage CRM generates automated reports in
the desired format to provide top management with a daily, updated
report of the activities undertaken by a particular sales executive,
the number of qualified leads generated by him as well as a sales
opportunity report that gives them information on how many leads
are in the sales pipeline. Furthermore, they are aware of exactly how
many leads are in a particular stage of the sales cycle, estimated
number of closures, the approximate time of closure, etc. which can
prove valuable for business planning.
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360 Degree View of the
Customer
Prior to implementing Sage CRM the sales executives would
maintain a disparate account of the customers they had interacted
with, their requirements, possible opportunities, challenges, and their
contact details. Since there was no consolidated repository of this
information, the top management was not aware of the customers
who were involved in transactions with the company and could
therefore not provide any inputs to facilitate the interaction or
intervene if needed. Also, personal details of the customer that
could be used to strengthen personal relationships could not be
properly leveraged due to the absence of a consolidated system.
Sage CRM not only allows the sales executive to maintain a record
of the company once it is logged as an opportunity but also lets him
track multiple entities within the opportunity as separate contacts.
He can update information regarding company requirements,
competitors involved in the pitch, the value of business expected,
etc. which can provide valuable information with regard to expected
business as well as competitors in the market to the top
management. They can use this data to refine sales and marketing
strategy to better counter known competitors, choose to intervene
and fasten the sales cycle in the case of a particularly difficult
customer or provide inputs that can help to negotiate and close the
deal faster.
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Talking of future plans of expansion with Sage CRM, Mr. Rajesh
Kutty, Vice President-Sales, PCS Technology shared, “We soon plan
to implement Customer Support and Marketing modules of Sage
CRM to improve our customer experience and increase
effectiveness of our marketing activities. We also plan to integrate
Sage CRM with our existing ERP application to improve productivity
and process efficiency.”
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CHALLENGE:

Multi-branch organization required
web based, simple and easy to use
CRM system in a hosted model that
could be used by its sales executives
with minimum customization. Needed
strong workflow feature to make
important
processes
like
lead
management into a process centric
exercise rather than person-centric.
Needed to automate sales force and
get comprehensive reports
SOLUTION

Sage CRM, a web-based system has
strong integration, customization and
reporting capabilities. It is easy to use
and deploy and provides flexibility to
integrate with existing applications.
Has a strong workflow function that
can be customized easily depending
on the specific product or service that
is being sold. Its reporting feature
sends out automated reports in
required company formats.
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RESULT

Streamlined and seamless tracking of
leads from start to closure due to predefined steps established in the
workflow.
Integrated
and
comprehensive
activity,
sales
opportunity, performance and travel
reimbursement reports to provide top
management with a high-level view of
the productivity and efficiency of the
sales team and potential business in
the pipeline. Top Management can
enjoy complete view of customer
details and client interactions and
can intervene and fasten sales cycle
if required.

